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INTRODUCTION

The principal role of ABC is to furnish accurate reports of publication
circulations. Publishers join ABC voluntarily and are assumed to share the
interest of providing accurate circulation figures. ABC’s auditor will assume
publishers’ books to be in order unless of course found to be otherwise.
The audit guide provides publishers and auditors with the rules and set
procedures for obtaining the required information. ABC rules will be constantly
reviewed and amended to keep pace with developments in the industry.
The ABC Handbook should be read in conjunction with the Audit notes.

SCOPE OF AUDIT
The scope of the audit covers both the statistical and financial aspects of the
publication and aims at establishing average net circulation or verifiable net bulk
distribution. The publisher should permit ABC auditors full and free access to
their accounting records for the purpose of this audit.
The financial part of the audit is restricted to ascertaining supporting and
checking the circulation figures.
The audit procedure as set out in the audit notes and instructions are designed
to link auditable facts and figures. The auditor is required to report in precisely
defined and unvarying terms in accordance with the ABC audit formula. This in
turn represents the full basic extent of the quantitative value offered to the
advertiser.
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Audit Notes and Instructions for Publishers and
Auditors Completing Return of Average Net Circulation

Return
Section
No.

Audit
Note
No.
1. CIRCULATION AND FINANCIAL RECORDS
(a) The attention of publishers and auditors is drawn to the necessity of the publishers keeping
records of various matters outside the financial area, together with supporting documents, to
which auditors must have free access, for example, printing records (where the journal is
printed by the publishing company itself or by an associated company), dispatch records
(particularly in connection with the audit of controlled or other unpaid circulation) and records
of requests for “individually Requested”, “Company Requested” or “Group Requested” copies,
which should be verified as detailed in Audit Note 6.
(b) The auditor(s) should ensure that all details extracted from non financial records for the purpose
of this return of net sales are capable of reconciliation with the publisher’s financial records.
(c) One complete mailing list for one issue during each return period should be available for
inspection.
(d) RETENTION OF RECORDS
All records (financial and circulation) relating to a given audit period must be retained for one
year after the end of the audit period. They must be available for inspection or re audit. For
titles with requested free circulation this means that all the request documentation must be
kept until the end of the calendar year following the year of expiry of the documentation.
2. REPORTING PERIODS AND TIME LIMIT FOR SUBMISSIONS
(a) Circulation details are to be reported for the 12 months commencing 1st January OR for the 6
months commencing 1st January AND 1st July. NO OTHER PERIODS ARE ACCEPTABLE. Requests to
alter the frequency of reporting must be submitted to ABC in writing prior to the end of the
audit period. To comply with ABC regulations the completed Return must be in the hands of ABC
within 60 days of the end of the audit period. LATE SUBMISSIONS WILL BE SUBJECT TO A
SURCHARGE EQUAL TO 25% OF THE PUBLICATION’S ANNUAL AUDIT FEE OR $50 WHICHEVER IS
THE GREATER. Publishers who fail to observe the time limit on submissions to ABC may, at the
discretion of ABC, have their membership withdrawn.

3a

3b
7
2

3. (a) TERMS OF CONTROL FIELD SERVED BY JOURNAL
(i) Controlled Circulation Journals must insert the Terms of Control as published in each issue
of the Journal (See note 6). Additional field served narrative may be inserted for any
uncontrolled element of the total circulation.
(ii) All other journals should insert a brief description of the industry(ies), trade(s) and/or
profession(s), (NOT the geographical areas), served by the journal (field served).
(b) SOCIETY OR ASSOCIATION JOURNALS should insert the full title of the Society or Association.
4. PAID CIRCULATION
N.B. It is important that total paid circulation shall include only bona fide sales being single copies
purchased by the reader together with that proportion of subscription sales relating to the period
covered by the Return (See also Audit Notes 8(iii) & 8(iv)).
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7a
2

(a) NEWSTRADE SALES
NORMAL TRADE TERMS: This refers to the day discount granted to wholesalers and retailers.
Although this discount may vary from wholesaler to wholesaler and retailer to retailer the
normal trade term will be that which the wholesaler or retailer regards as constant.
Where terms are varied on a temporary basis only (e.g. during a period of circulation promotion)
then copies attracting this higher rate of discount must be shown as “below normal trade
terms”.
RESERVES FOR UNSOLD COPIES: Newstrade sales must be truly indicative of the expected net
sale of the issues covered by the Return. Where it is necessary to create a reserve for unsold
copies to achieve a true net sale figure, the details of the reserve must be given.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS: Where more than 25% of Newstrade sales are contracted to a sole
distributor the auditor shall satisfy himself that such copies conform in all respects to ABC
requirements, e.g. as to Trade Terms, reserves for unsold copies etc.
COPIES TO ARILINES: Where copies are sold on a regular (i.e. every issue) basis to airlines
whether direct by the publisher or through newstrade channels, for in flight distribution to
passengers, then such copies may be included in net sales figures, either at full rates or less than
full rates, dependent on the method of sale and the discounts granted.
COPIES TO HOTELS: Where copies are sold on a regular (i.e. every issue) basis to hotels whether
direct by the publisher or through newstrade channels, for distribution to guest rooms, then
such copies may be included in net sales figures, either at full rates or less than full rates,
dependent on the method of sale and the discounts granted.

7b
2

(b) PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: All journals must publish full price Annual Subscription Rules for
Singapore and “Other Countries” in every issue. Such rates need not be related to cover price
and may or may not include postage. Where the sum received for a full price subscription is
affected by losses on exchange, commission to agents etc. such subscriptions will count as full
rate. All subscriptions offered below full rates e.g. to students, old age pensioners, 2 years for
the price of one must be declared as “below full rate”.
SUBSCRIPTIONS IN ARREARS: ABC lays down guide lines for unpaid subscriptions on new orders,
or renewals of current orders. The variety of circumstances makes uniformity impossible. ABC
will allow the inclusion in net sales of all subscriptions accepted by the auditors as alive, good
and collectable. Auditors will give their careful attention to this figure and should report
separately after discussion with the Publisher if in their opinion there are many new
subscriptions and subscriptions under renewal which are being reported as net sale, which
remain unpaid 3 months after the commencement of a subscription period to Singapore
addresses and 6 months to Overseas addresses.

7c

8
8(i)

8(ii)

(c) MULTIPLE COPIES SALES
Multiple copies sales include copies sold in bulk to organisers of exhibitions, concerts or similar
events; or distributed free of charge to the final recipient to promote the interest of the
purchaser. To qualify as multiple copies sales, the publisher must provide the following
documents (signed and dated contract, invoices to purchaser and distribution evidence) to the
auditor.
RATES: All multiple copies sales offered below full basic cover price must be declared as “below
full rate”.
5. CIRCULATION TO SOCIETY OR ASSOCIATION MEMBERS comprises:
(i)
Paid optional
SINGLE copies sent to members who pay an addition to the normal Society or Association
subscription in order to receive the journal.
(ii)
Unpaid optional
SINGLE copies sent to a section only of the membership of a Society or Association who
have asked to receive the journal but who are not required to pay any sum in addition to the
normal society or Association Subscription.
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8(iii)

(iii)

N.B.

9a

3a
9a(i)

9a(ii)

Non optional
SINGLE copies sent where the journal is included in the Society or Association subscription
without extra charge.
(a) Copies to non-members of the Society or Association must not appear under this head and
must be accounted for in other appropriate sections of the Return.
(b) Where a Society, Association or like body, not publishing an official journal in its own right,
decides to adopt a journal published independently, then circulation to the members of that
Society etc. will be Society or Association circulation.
Where the whole of the Society membership received the journal, then this will be NonOptional circulation whether cash passes from the Society to the independent publisher or
not.
Where part only of the Society’s membership receives the journal, then the auditor will
decide whether this should fall to Paid or Unpaid Optional circulation.
In cases of doubt ABC will rule.

6. CONTROLLED CIRCULATION. This must consist of single copies sent free and post free to individuals
who precisely fit the Terms of Control and group requested copies.
TERMS OF CONTROL (Section 3(a)). The terms of control must be published in each issue of the
journal and must specify separately the industrial, commercial or professional classifications covered
by the journal and the job qualifications required to qualify for receipt of a copy of the journal. A
recent copy of the journal published during the period of audit, to include where appropriate a
sample Reader Request card/document, must be forwarded with the Return.
REQUESTED CIRCULATION
Reverification of Reader Registration Cards
The signature and addresses on all “Individually Requested” applications and “Company Requested”
applications must be reverified within 3 years of origination or at a shorter period if the Publisher so
desires based on the date entered by the recipient on the request document.
All copies in these categories sent outside the period of currency of the signature must be included
under “Non Requested”.
(i)
Individually Requested comprises:
SINGLE copies of every issue of the journal addressed to the reader by name after the
receipt by the Publisher of the application card or other document. The application
card/document must be signed personally by the recipient or on his behalf at his request by
his authorised signatory within his own Company or Organisation. It must be dated and
relate to only one regular copy of one journal only. Publishers should note particularly that
the output application card/ document must also be in respect of one journal only.
Each application must fall within the terms of control as published in all issues of the
requested journal and refer to one individual only.
Combined Reader Application/Reader Enquiry Cards are allowable only when the signed and
dated request to receive copies of the journal is a distinct and separate section of the
combined card. Where a signature is necessary to obtain service for product enquiries a
second signature will be required. Publishers wishing to use a combined card are advised to
submit a draft to ABC for approval.
(ii)
Company Requested comprises:
SINGLE copies of every issue of the journal addressed to the recipient by job function only,
or by name or job function if the request originates from a document listing more than one
individual. Documents supporting requests in this Section must be signed by a responsible
official and be submitted on the applying Company’s headed notepaper or on the
Publisher’s application form. They may be either for a single individual addressed by job
function or for a number of individuals addressed by name or job function. The heading
“Company Requested” applies to all such requests received from Authorities, e.g.
Government Depts. Universities, etc. if within the terms of control. All request documents
must be signed and dated by an appropriate executive of the Company/Authority applying.
Only those recipients in eligible Company, Authorities, whose job qualifications fall within
the terms of control as published in each issue of the journal, are acceptable.
In the case of overseas circulations entered in this Section copies may be sent addressed to
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9a(iii)

(iii)

9a(iv)

(iv)

the Company address only, where the requesting document specifically requires it.
Non-requested circulation comprises:
SINGLE copies sent to individuals by name or by job function whose qualifications meet the
terms of control.
Group Requested comprises:
Copies sent to the following venues (Hospitals & Nursing Homes/Welfare Organisations,
Restaurants, Doctor/Dentist offices, Airlines and other ‘public place’ locations) when these
groups make a specific request for a delivery. The request should include an
acknowledgement by the requestor that the copies are intended for use by patrons.

9b

7. AVERAGE OTHER UNPAID CIRCULATION PER ISSUE comprises:
(i)
Regular SINGLE copies, i.e. every issue, sent throughout the period (where this is not
appropriate to controlled circulation) to Professional, Trade and Research Institutions and to
Public and Official bodies associated with the industries, trades or professions served by the
journal.
(ii)
Regular SINGLE copies sent throughout the period (where this is not appropriate to
controlled circulation) to Consulates, Public Libraries, Clubs, Hotels, Ships, Colleges, Schools
and similar establishments.
(iii)
SINGLE copies sent in exchange for services to the journal by those engaged in the
industries, trades or professions served.
(iv)
SINGLE copies sent out for promotional purposes to prospective readers and to advertisers
provided these have been posted individually to persons or firms interested in the field
covered by the journal.
(v)
SINGLE copies sent out to employees, retired employees, correspondents and agents
provided adequate records are maintained by the publisher on employee payroll records
and compensation paid to correspondents and agent billings. Publisher must also provide
adequate dispatch records.

7-9

8. The following MUST BE EXCLUDED from all classifications in Return Sections 7 to 9.
(i)
Returned, unsold, undelivered or duplicate copies.
(ii)
Copies sent free of charge to contributors, advertising agencies and press cutting agencies.
In exceptional cases copies to advertising agencies are allowed if the journal related to the
running of the agency business itself, i.e. an office machinery publication etc. Prior approval
of ABC must be secured in each case before such copies are included.
(iii)
Any copies sold to wholesalers or other distributors (whatever the price) under
arrangements which permit of such copies being given away free.
(iv)
Any copies sold to another person for sale, resale or subsequent transfer to the publisher, a
subsidiary of the publisher or other associated undertaking.
(v)
(a) Copies excluding any advertisement by agreement between the advertiser and the
publisher.
(b) Copies from which any advertisement is omitted because its inclusion would, in the
opinion of the publisher, render the publication of the journal illegal in a particular territory.

9. OTHER INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS – PRINT EDITION
(i) METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION
The terms ‘addressed to’, ‘sent to’, ‘posted to’ etc. are to be read throughout as referring to
normal postal distribution or, in the case of paid circulation, to any distribution through
normal trade channels. Where a Publisher devises viable, auditable means of distribution
other than the above, he must submit such schemes to ABC for approval before including
such distribution within his ABC net circulation.
(ii) BACK ISSUES
Only bona fide single issue sales bearing a cover date no more than 12 months prior to the
date of sale may be included in net sales. In the same way free copies may not be included
in sections 8 or 9 of the publishers return if they are distributed more than 12 months after
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the cover date.
(iii) COPIES REPRODUCED ABROAD UNDER LICENCE
Such copies cannot be included in any section of a ABC Return unless there is positive proof
that each copy carries all advertising.
(iv) BOUND VOLUMES
Bound volumes of back issues are not eligible for inclusion in ABC figures.
(v) EXHIBITION COPIES
Copies given away at an Exhibition, Conference or like event may be included under ‘Group
Requested’ where these are backed by:
(a) Exhibition attendee lists (where attainable)
(b) Agreement from the event management indicating that the event will accept a specified
number of copies for redistribution
(c) Delivery receipts from a third party or confirmation by show management as proof of
actual distribution to the event
(vi) EXCLUSIONS NOTES
Where the distribution of an issue fails to achieve the planned distribution through
circumstances outside the publisher’s control, then, where the shortfall exceeds 5% of the
planned distribution, it will be in order to exclude such an issue from ABC averages,
PROVIDED THAT the publisher is in possession of an Official ABC Exclusion note.
Applications for Exclusion Notes, which must be in writing, must be accompanied by full
details of:(a) Planned distribution
(b) Amount of shortfall
(c) Reasons for shortfall.
(vii) ISSUE VARIANCES WITHIN RETURNS OF AVERAGE NET CIRCULATION
Where any issue included in Average Net Circulation figures is 10% or more either above or
below the Average Net Circulation of the period being certified, then the date of such issue
and the % by which it exceeds or is less than the Average shall be noted at Section 10 of the
ABC Return of Net Circulation and will appear on the ABC Certificate of Net Circulation.
11,14

10. REPLICA AND NON-REPLICA DIGITAL EDITIONS – PAID CIRCULATION
Publications offering digital editions may establish a separate basic price structure for single copy
sales and subscriptions for the digital editions or default to the print edition’s basic price.

11a,14a

(a)

11b,14b

(b)

PAID SINGLE ISSUE
PER ISSUE RATES: Price bands for single issue sales of digital editions are calculated against
the cover price of the print edition.
PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: Price bands for digital edition subscriptions are calculated against the
basic annual print subscription rate.
For paid circulation, Publisher must present the Auditor with records to confirm the
purchase of digital editions. The audit documents include:
i) Subscriber/purchaser information
1. Name (Per NRIC/Passport)*
2. Email*
3. Residential Address (including Postal code)
4. Identification Number (NRIC/Passport)
5. Contact Number
*Compulsory Fields
Only exception is for copies sold through a 3rd party vendor that does not supply
subscriber information.
ii) Proof of purchase.
iii) Original subscriber order reflecting incremental pricing of print and digital package to
the subscriber (direct mail piece, inbound or outbound telemarketing script, Internet
order, etc.)
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iv) Email address for each digital copy claimed as paid circulation in ABC repots. For each
issue in the reporting period, the publisher must be able to provide:
1. A circulation list that includes all end users’ email addresses (except for
copies sold through 3rd party vendors that do not provide this information
– see 2. below). The list must include coding to identify the type of
circulation each copy is claimed as (i.e. paid single issue or subscription)
and the price paid for the copy/subscription.
2. For all copies sold via 3rd party vendors (that do not provide email
addresses), evidence from the vendor of the number of copies by
circulation type (i.e. paid single issue or subscription) and price paid.
Failure to provide the necessary audit documents may cause the circulation copies to be
excluded from ABC documents.
12,15
12a,15a

11. REPLICA AND NON-REPLICA DIGITAL EDITIONS – FREE CIRCULATION
VERIFIED SUBSCRIPTION: Free circulation for digital editions consist solely of verified subscription
copies.
Records must be available for the auditor to confirm request for delivery, registration and activation
of account, or download the application, and subsequent access. The publisher must make available
the following:
i) Documentation to verify that recipient has requested delivery of the publication. This
free request documentation must also include the following recipient information:
1. Name (Per NRIC/Passport)*
2. Email*
3. Residential Address (including postal code)
4. Identification Number (NRIC/Passport)
5. Contact Number
*Compulsory Fields
ii) Access to account history showing when the recipient registered a user name and
password.
iii) Access to account history showing how frequently the recipient accessed the digital
edition.
Failure to provide the necessary audit documents may cause the circulation copies to be excluded
from ABC documents.

11-12,
14-15

12. The following must be EXCLUDED from all classifications in Return Sections 11, 12, 14 and 15.
(ii) BACK ISSUES
For digital editions, only current issues can qualify as circulation copies. Publishers cannot
serve back copies (or archived issues) of the digital edition to subscribers and qualify that
circulation as paid or free circulation on ABC reports.
(iii)

13a,16a

13b

UNDELIVERED COPIES
For digital editions delivered via the “push” method, all undeliverable e-mails must be
accounted for and the circulation associated with those individuals must be excluded from
the circulation claimed on ABC documents.

13. OTHER INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS – DIGITAL EDITION
(i)
ISSUE VARIANCES WITHIN RETURNS OF AVERAGE NET CIRCULATION
Where any issue included in Average Net Circulation figures is 10% or more either above or
below the Average Net Circulation of the period being certified, then the date of such issue
and the % by which it exceeds or is less than the Average shall be noted at Sections 13a and
16a of the ABC Return of Net Circulation and will appear on the ABC Certificate of Net
Circulation.
(ii)
DIGITAL REPLICA ADVERTISING POLICY
The explanatory paragraph of Publisher’s Statements and Audit Reports of all publications
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16b

(iii)

reporting digital replica editions must include information pertaining to the advertising
content of such editions. Examples are:
-The XZY Daily News digital replica edition contains all ROP advertising content found in the
print edition. FSIs are excluded from the digital replica edition.
DIGITAL NON-REPLICA ADVERTISING POLICY
The explanatory paragraph of Publisher’s Statements and Audit Reports of all publications
reporting digital non-replica editions must include information pertaining to the advertising
content of such editions. Examples are:
-The XZY Daily News digital non-replica edition contains the following advertising:
• Restricted Access Website – select advertising from the print edition
• eReaders with Advertising – select advertising different form the print edition
• eReaders without Advertising – no advertising, editorial content only
• Tablet and Mobile/Smartphone – select advertising from the print edition, as well as
additional advertising.

14. CONTINUOUS CERTIFICATION
It is necessary to furnish returns of net circulation to ABC for all audit periods. That is to say, no
matter what the circumstances, whether they be expansions of circulation, mergers, changes of
title, format, publisher or methods of distribution, net circulation must be reported on a continuous
basis.
Where ABC agrees that the publication of an individual average figure would be misleading either in
terms of past Return performance or as an indicator for the present or future, it will be permissible
to suppress the results of one six months audit period only. Circumstances where ABC might
exercise its discretion not to publish are in audit periods where journals are merged, relaunched,
converted from paid to free circulation or vice versa.
15. MONTH BY MONTH SUMMARY OF CIRCULATION
(a) Publishers must report on the Publisher Return separate monthly totals of circulation,
divided between Singapore and Other Countries.
(b) The separate monthly figures do not form part of the Auditors Certification but must be
certified separately by the Chief Circulation Executive of the publication before passing the
Return to the auditor.
(c) Where returned or other disallowed copies cannot be allocated to specific months without
considerable trouble and/or expense, it is permissible to record the gross distribution for
each month and show the deductions therefrom as an aggregate amount for the whole
period.
(d) The number of issues in each month must also be recorded and publishers should ensure
that the resultant total net distribution, when divided by the total number of issues in the
period, equates with the average net circulation per issue as certified by the independent
auditor.
(e) Month by month figures are for ABC internal purposes only. They will not be disclosed
except by special request of the publisher.
16. CONTRACTIONS IN NET CIRCULATION
Publishers are reminded that it is their duty, in accord with the spirit of ABC, to report marked
declines in net circulation. A marked decline can be roughly described as any permanent drop in net
circulation exceeding 10% of the average net circulation per issue last reported.
17. GENERAL DATA AND PUBLISHER’S STATEMENT
(a) COMPLETION AND PUBLICATION
A copy of this data together with the Certificate of Average Net Circulation will be
published. It is therefore necessary that ALL sections be completed. Please use the terms
“NONE” “NOT KNOWN” “NOT APPLICABLE” if needed.
(b) OTHER INFORMATION (Section 13)
This section may be used to give additional information relevant to the assessment of the
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publication’s appeal to advertisers or to explain items of significance in relation to the
circulation during the period e.g. it is sometimes in the interest of Publishers, especially
during a period of circulation build up or reverification, to indicate the number of copies
distributed for each or any section of the Return of a recent issue within the audit period,
since this can be higher than the average. Any figures relating to the distribution of a
specific issue must be certified separately by the auditors.
(c) SIGNATORY: The declaration should be signed by a senior official of the publishing company,
preferably the publisher of the journal or his deputy.
18. COPYRIGHT of ABC Certificates is vested solely and conjointly in the individual Publisher and ABC.
ABC will issue copies of the Certificates to members of ABC only.
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___________________________________________________________________
RETURN OF AVERAGE NET CIRCULATION AND GENERAL DATA
READ
AUDIT
NOTE

JOURNAL TITLE:

1 Return for the

month period from

Cover Price

2

2(a) and 14

S’pore Annual
Subscription

Other Countries

Print
Digital Replica
Digital Non-Replica

4
10
10

3a TERMS OF CONTROL (or FIELD SERVED if not controlled circulation)

3b Official Journal of:

3a (i)
3a (ii)
and 6 (i)
3b

4 Publishing Company:
Contact Name:

Address:

Phone:

Fax:

PLEASE STATE ‘NONE’ WHERE NONE APPLIES – ALL SECTIONS MUST BE COMPLETED

5 Number of issues DISTRIBUTED during the period

9(vi)

6 AVERAGE number of copies of each printed and charged for by the printer to the publisher

1(b)

AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE
Total

Singapore

Other
Countries

READ
AUDIT
NOTE
8,9

1A. PRINT

7 PAID CIRCULATION

4

7a Newstrade and other single copies
(i) At normal trade terms or full cover price

4(a)

(ii) At less than full rate but not less than 50%

4(a)

(iii) At less than 50% of full rate

4(a)

7b Paid subscriptions
(i) At full rate

4(b)

(ii) At less than full rate but not less than 50%

4(b)

(iii) At less than 50% of full rate

4(b)

7c Multiple Copy Sales
(i) At full rate

4(c)

(ii) At less than full rate but not less than 50%

4(c)

(iii) At less than 50% of full rate

4(c)

Total Paid Circulation – Print
(7a +7b + 7c)
NET CIRCULATION TO MEMBERS OF

8 SOCIETIES OR ASSOCIATIONS

5

(i) Paid optional

5(i)

(ii) Unpaid optional

5(ii)

(iii) Non optional

5(iii)

Total Society/Association circulation

AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE
Total

9

FREE CIRCULATION

9a

Controlled circulation

9b

Singapore

Other
Countries

READ
AUDIT
NOTE
8,9

6,7

(i) Individually requested

6(i)

(ii) Company requested

6(ii)

(iii) Non requested

6(iii)

(iv) Group requested

6(iv)

Total Controlled circulation

6

Other unpaid circulation

7

Total Free Circulation - Print
(9a + 9b)
TOTAL AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE –
PRINT (7 + 8 + 9)

10

DATES OF AND PERCENTAGE VARIANCES FROM THE AVERAGE NET
CIRCULATION OF ANY ISSUES WITH A VARIANCE EXCEEDING 10%
(MARKED AS TO WHETHER ADVERSE OR FAVORABLE)
(STATE NONE IF THAT IS THE CASE)

8,9

11 (viii)

AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE
Total

Singapore

Other
Countries

READ
AUDIT
NOTE
12

1B. DIGITAL REPLICA

11 PAID CIRCULATION

10

11a Paid Single Issue
(i) At full rate of print edition

10(a)

(ii) At less than full rate but not less than 50% of
print edition

10(a)

(iii) At less than 50% of full rate of print edition

10(a)

11b Paid Subscription
(i) At full rate of print edition

10(b)

(ii) At less than full rate but not less than 50% of
print edition

10(b)

(iii) At less than 50% of full rate of print edition

10(b)

Total Paid Circulation – Digital Replica
(11a + 11b)

12 FREE CIRCULATION
12a Verified Subscription

11

Total Free Circulation – Digital Replica
(12a)
TOTAL AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE –
DIGITAL REPLICA (11 + 12)

13a DATES OF AND PERCENTAGE VARIANCES FROM THE AVERAGE NET CIRCULATION OF

13(i)

ANY ISSUES WITH A VARIANCE EXCEEDING 10%
(MARKED AS TO WHETHER ADVERSE OR FAVORABLE)
(STATE NONE IF THAT IS THE CASE)

13b DIGITAL REPLICA ADVERTISING POLICY:

13(ii)

AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE
Total

Singapore

Other
Countries

READ
AUDIT
NOTE
12

1C. DIGITAL NON-REPLICA
14

PAID Single Issue

14a

Paid Subscription

14b

10

(i) At full rate of print edition

10(a)

(ii) At less than full rate but not less than 50% of
print edition

10(a)

(iii) At less than 50% of full rate of print edition

10(a)

Paid Subscription
(i) At full rate of print edition

10(b)

(ii) At less than full rate but not less than 50% of
print edition

10(b)

(iii) At less than 50% of full rate of print edition

10(b)

Total Paid Circulation – Digital Non-Replica
(14a + 14b)

15

FREE CIRCULATION

15a

Verified Subscription

11

Total Free Circulation – Digital Non-Replica
(15a)

TOTAL AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE –
DIGITAL NON-REPLICA (14 + 15)

16a

DATES OF AND PERCENTAGE VARIANCES FROM THE AVERAGE NET CIRCULATION OF
ANY ISSUES WITH A VARIANCE EXCEEDING 10%
(MARKED AS TO WHETHER ADVERSE OR FAVORABLE)
(STATE NONE IF THAT IS THE CASE)

13(i)

16b

DIGITAL NON-REPLICA ADVERTISING POLICY:

13(iii)

MONTH BY MONTH SUMMARY OF CIRCULATION - PRINT
(SEE AUDIT NOTE 15)
I

AUDIT NOTE
8,15

ARE THESE MONTH BY MONTH FIGURES GROSS OR NET?
YEAR:

Number of issues
distributed in the
month

Total
Circulation

Singapore

Other
Countries

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
Total for period

A

II

Total returned and other disallowed
copies for the period (if I is gross)

III

Total net circulation for the period
AVERAGE NET CIRCULATION PER
ISSUE (III ÷ BOX A)

IV

PUBLISHERS STATEMENT:
Facts that the publisher wants ABC to take into account and details of any published issue
for which an exclusion note is held

8,9

MONTH BY MONTH SUMMARY OF CIRCULATION – DIGITAL REPLICA
(SEE AUDIT NOTE 15)
I

AUDIT NOTE
12

ARE THESE MONTH BY MONTH FIGURES GROSS OR NET?
YEAR:

Number of issues
distributed in the
month

Total
Circulation

Singapore

Other
Countries

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
Total for period

A

II

Total disallowed copies for the period
(if I is gross)

III

Total net circulation for the period
AVERAGE NET CIRCULATION PER
ISSUE (III ÷ BOX A)

IV

PUBLISHERS STATEMENT:
Facts that the publisher wants ABC to take into account and details of any published issue
for which an exclusion note is held

12

MONTH BY MONTH SUMMARY OF CIRCULATION – DIGITAL NON-REPLICA
(SEE AUDIT NOTE 15)
I

AUDIT NOTE
12

ARE THESE MONTH BY MONTH FIGURES GROSS OR NET?
YEAR:

Number of issues
distributed in the
month

Total
Circulation

Singapore

Other
Countries

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
Total for period

A

II

Total disallowed copies for the period
(if I is gross)

III

Total net circulation for the period
AVERAGE NET CIRCULATION PER
ISSUE (III ÷ BOX A)

IV

PUBLISHERS STATEMENT:
Facts that the publisher wants ABC to take into account and details of any published issue
for which an exclusion note is held

12

CHIEF CIRCULATION EXECUTIVE’S REPORT TO THE ABC.
I confirm that the circulation details as set out in the Return have been prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the ABC as outlined in the Audit Notes and instructions which accompanied this Return.

Signature ________________________________________

Date ____________________

Name in Blocks____________________________________ Position __________________

TO WHOM SHOULD THE CERTIFICATE BE SENT TO IF DIFFERENT FROM THAT AT SECTION 4:
Name _____________________________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

GENERAL DATA AND PUBLISHER’S STATEMENT
(SEE AUDIT NOTE 17)

Title:_______________________________________________________________________
1.

Brief editorial outline

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
2a.

Year journal founded _________

b.
Cover Price

S’pore Annual
Subscription

Other Countries

Print
Digital Replica
Digital Non-Replica

c.

Changes in publication name or ownership in previous twelve months

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
3.

Name of publishing company _________________________________________________________

4.

Advertisement manger ______________________

Editor ______________________________

Tel______________ Fax _______________

Tel______________ Fax _______________

Telex _______________________________

Telex ______________________________

5.

Frequency of publication __________________

Publishing day / date _________________

6.

Copy day / date black and white ______________________

7.

Any issues during period additional to normal frequency? ___________________________________

8.

Do you operate a reader enquiry service? _______________________________________________

9.

Do you accept inserts? ______________________________________________________________

10.

Do you provide special services? ______________________________________________________

11.

Type page size ________________________________ Format _____________________________

12.

Method of binding ______________________Normal method (s) of printing ___________________

Colour _______________________

13.

Other Information (10 lines maximum)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

I hereby certify that the information given above is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, correct in all
details.

Signature ________________________________

Position ______________________________

Name in blocks ___________________________

Date _________________________________

AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS SINGAPORE PTE. LTD.
Co. Reg. No. 198401125D
38A North Canal Road
Singapore 059294
Tel: 6836 0600 Fax: 6836 0700

CERTIFICATE OF AUDITED CIRCULATION
Title of Publication _________________________________________________________________
Period _______________________________To_________________________________________
Publisher ________________________________________________________________________

AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE
Net Total

Singapore

Other
Countries

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Print (See Para. 1A)
Digital Replica (See Para. 1B)
Total Average Circulation (Print & Digital Replica)

Digital Non-Replica (See Para. 1C)

1A. PRINT
PAID CIRCULATION
Newstrade and other single copies
At normal trade terms or full cover price
At less than full rate but not less than 50%
At less than 50% of full rate

Paid subscriptions
At full rate
At less than full rate but not less than 50%
At less than 50% of full rate

Page 1 of 4

Multiple Copy Sales
At full rate
At less than full rate but not less than 50%
At less than 50% of full rate

TOTAL PAID CIRCULATION - PRINT

Total Society/Association circulation to members

FREE CIRCULATION
Controlled circulation
Individually requested
Company requested
Non requested
Group requested
Other unpaid circulation

TOTAL FREE CIRCULATION - PRINT

TOTAL AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE – PRINT

SINGLE ISSUE VARIANCE (EXCEEDING 10%) FROM AVERAGE NET CIRCULATION:

Page 2 of 4

AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE
Net Total

Singapore

Other
Countries

1B. DIGITAL REPLICA
PAID CIRCULATION
Paid Single Issue
At full rate of print edition
At less than full rate but not less than 50% of print edition
At less than 50% of full rate of print edition

Paid Subscription
At full rate of print edition
At less than full rate but not less than 50% of print edition
At less than 50% of full rate of print edition

TOTAL PAID CIRCULATION – DIGITAL REPLICA

FREE CIRCULATION
Verified Subscription

TOTAL FREE CIRCULATION – DIGITAL REPLICA
TOTAL AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE
– DIGITAL REPLICA

SINGLE ISSUE VARIANCE (EXCEEDING 10%) FROM AVERAGE NET CIRCULATION:

DIGITAL REPLICA ADVERTISING POLICY:

Page 3 of 4

AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE
Net Total

Singapore

Other
Countries

1C. DIGITAL NON-REPLICA
PAID CIRCULATION
Paid Single Issue
At full rate of print edition
At less than full rate but not less than 50% of print edition
At less than 50% of full rate of print edition

Paid Subscription
At full rate of print edition
At less than full rate but not less than 50% of print edition
At less than 50% of full rate of print edition

TOTAL PAID CIRCULATION – DIGITAL NON-REPLICA

FREE CIRCULATION
Verified Subscription

TOTAL FREE CIRCULATION – DIGITAL NON-REPLICA
TOTAL AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE
– DIGITAL NON-REPLICA

SINGLE ISSUE VARIANCE (EXCEEDING 10%) FROM AVERAGE NET CIRCULATION:

DIGITAL NON-REPLICA ADVERTISING POLICY:

Authorised for issue

____________________________

_______________________________

Date

Audit Bureau of Circulations
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